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Abstract:
A snow accumulation and melt module implemented in the GEOTOP model is presented and tested. GEOTOP, a
distributed model of the hydrological cycle, based on digital elevation models (DEMs), calculates the discharge at
the basin outlet and estimates the local and distributed values of several hydro-meteorological quantities. It solves
the energy and the mass balance jointly and deals accurately with the effects of topography on the interactions
among radiation physics, energy balance and the hydrological cycle. Soil properties are considered to depend on soil
temperature and moisture, and the heat and water transfer in the soil is modelled using a multilayer approach. The
snow module solves for the soil–snow energy and mass exchanges, and, together with a runoff production module, is
embedded in a more general energy balance model that provides all the boundary conditions required. The snowpack
is schematized as a single snow layer where a limited number of physical processes are described. The module can
be seen essentially as a parameter-free model. The application to an alpine catchment (Rio Valbiolo, Trentino, Italy),
monitored by an in situ snow-depth sensor, is discussed and shown to give results comparable to those of more
complex models. Copyright  2004 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION
A suitable model of the hydrological cycle of mountain catchments and basins located at higher latitudes must
account for snow accumulation and melting and for soil freezing. The presence of snow modifies the energy
and mass balances, and snowmelt is responsible for most of the runoff during the melting season. Snowmelt
processes have been modelled with different approaches of variable complexity, ranging from simple methods
based only on temperature measurements (Morris, 1985) to complete multilayer models based on an energy
balance (Marks et al., 1999), like the one-dimensional US Army Cold Regions Research and Engineering
Laboratory Model (SNTHERM; Jordan, 1991). This model makes use of a mixture theory to describe all
the dry air, dry soil and water phases dynamics and thermal constituents, and it requires a large number
of snow layers to be set and short integration intervals for the simulations. SNTHERM is a reference for
the description of point processes (Jin et al., 1999), but owing to its complexity it is not suited to direct
implementation within a distributed model of the hydrological cycle. In fact, it neglects all those phenomena
related to lateral flows and surface conditions whose accurate description could be more important than that
of the local internal dynamics of the snow pack. An accurate treatment of radiation physics and its interaction
with the mountain environment would be a necessary prerequisite to the use of the SNTHERM model.
Following SNTHERM, several models were developed, either as a direct simplification of it, like the SAST
model (Jin et al., 1999; Sun et al., 1999), or through different approaches to the description of the energy
balance (e.g. Blöschl et al., 1991a,b; Tarboton and Luce, 1996; Marks et al., 1999; Tuteja and Cunnane,
1999). Despite the lack of mathematical details, Blöschl et al. (1991a) gave a clear description of the features
that a hydrologically sound model should have (including of a theoretical description of a proper treatment
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for the sky-view factor that the authors themselves did not pursue). Tarboton and Luce (1996) successfully
implemented the Utah energy balance (UEB) model, although they neglected the interactions between the snow
and all the other agents of the hydrological cycle. Tuteja and Cunnane (1999) presented a sound modelling
approach, but the runoff module is treated with a lumped classical gamma-function-based model rather than a
distributed one. All the above models can be referred to as ‘high-resolution models’ owing to the integration
grid spatial scale, which is intended to be of the order of a few hundreds of square metres.
In parallel with the above-mentioned approaches, in the last 30 years many soil–atmosphere interaction
models (also called land surface models, LSMs) have been developed that contain snow accumulation and
melting modules, although mainly these are addressed to support of global circulation atmospheric models
(GCMs) or meteorological modelling. Modern LSMs, like CLASS (Verseghy, 1991; Verseghy et al., 1993),
BATS (Dickinson et al., 1986), or NCAR-LSM (Bonan, 1996), tend to represent soil–atmosphere vertical
interactions with high degrees of physical complexity, but they are not endowed with a detailed representation
of runoff and lateral fluxes. From this point of view (with the considerable exception of the VIC model (Liang
et al., 1994), which, however, has a parameterized treatment of snow), they can be considered one-dimensional
(vertical) models in which all the lateral hydrological fluxes occur only through the atmosphere. The grid size
on which they operate is of the order of 1 km2 to a few degrees in latitude and longitude, thus raising at least
two questions: whether the physical dynamics implemented are sensible at this coarse scale and whether, vice
versa, the test of the LSM schemes at a point (or with point measurements) should be considered useful for
their validation.
In fact, most of the energy balance snowmelt modules of LSMs work fairly well at the point scale when the
appropriate boundary conditions are set; nonetheless, they lead to considerably different quantitative results
when compared in operational conditions (Jin et al., 1999). The main problems seem to be associated with the
description of heat transfer processes in the stable atmospheric boundary layer and, to some extent, with a lack
of parameterization of the processes and variability at the sub-grid scale. Fractional snow cover, snow albedo,
and their interplay have a considerable effect on the energy available for ablation, with disagreement between
models mostly evident at lower snow depths (Slater et al., 2001). Pomeroy et al. (2003) suggested that, at least
in an alpine environment, elevation, aspect, and slope exert a major control on snow distribution, affecting
snow accumulation, snowmelt energetics, the resulting meltwater fluxes and runoff contributing area, and that
the scale of these processes (10–100 m) is much smaller than the grid resolution of most LSMs (10–100 km).
Such effects cannot be explicitly described without a small-scale, physically based distributed model capable
of taking in account both snow and hydrological processes involved in runoff production. Moreover, runoff
production cannot be adequately described without a state-of-the-art treatment of the hydrological processes
at hillslope and basin scale.
Despite the existence of (just) a few models that incorporate all the requirements outlined in Blöschl et al.
(1991a) and Pomeroy et al. (2003)—for instance, the DHVSM model (Wigmosta et al., 1994), which has
been applied to study snow melting in small mountain basins with remarkable results—we have implemented
a new model for snow deposition, melting and ablation that also includes a physically based and fully
distributed description of the hydrological processes of runoff production. This has been suggested by the
reasons already discussed above and by the need to give a better insight into many ambiguous aspects of the
numerical implementation of the existing models, as well as the parameterization of the sub-grid variability
of the phenomena.
This model, GEOTOP (Bertoldi, 2004; Bertoldi et al., 2004; Rigon et al., unpublished results), can be
seen both as a rainfall-runoff model, able to simulate the hydrological cycle in a continuous mode, and as
an attempt to incorporate into LSMs an adequate treatment of hydrological variability at small scales (in
particular, the effects due to different land uses, complex topography, and the channel network). Moreover,
GEOTOP implements a consistent treatment of radiation and local atmospheric forcing that, it is believed,
is critical to the successful development, testing and implementation of spatially distributed snow models
(Marks et al., 1999; Susong et al., 1999).
Copyright  2004 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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AN OVERVIEW OF GEOTOP
The GEOTOP model is based on digital elevation models (DEMs), and it can make use of meteorological
measurements obtained by traditional instruments as well as by distributed measurements from radar
and satellite platforms or micro-meteorological models. Required forcing variables are precipitation, air
temperature, pressure and humidity, and wind speed; optional variables to be used, if available, are shortwave
global and diffuse radiation, longwave radiation, and cloud cover.
GEOTOP, like a rainfall-runoff model, calculates the discharge at the outlet of the watershed; moreover, it
estimates the surface and subsurface water fluxes, the water table depth, and the value of the matric potential
in both the saturated and the unsaturated portions of the soil mantle. Like an LSM, it estimates the local
values and the spatial distribution of numerous hydro-meteorological variables, such as soil moisture, surface
temperature, radiative fluxes, and heat fluxes into the soil. Furthermore, it simulates the evolution of the snow
cover distribution.
Energy and mass conservation
The model solves the mass conservation equation for water:
∂
E D0
C rÐQ
∂t

1

∂U
E D0
CrÐG
∂t

2

and the equation for conservation of energy:

E and G
E are the
where  and U are respectively the water and internal energy content in the soil (or snow), Q
water and the energy fluxes in the soil (or snow; considered to be vectors and positive if entering the control
volume). Numerically integrating Equations (1) and (2) for each cell into which the watershed is divided and
for the ith layer of snow/soil (i is the layer index, ranging from zero, at the surface, to the number of layers
N, at the bottom), we obtain
i
D Qi1,i  Qi,iC1 C Qh,in  Qh,out
3
t
and

Ui
D Gi1,i  Gi,iC1 C Gh,in  Gh,out
t

4

where the fluxes of water Qi1,i and Qi,iC1 are respectively the vertical inflow from the layer above (or from
the atmosphere for the superficial layer) and the vertical outflow towards the layer below. The heat fluxes
Gi1,i and Gi,iC1 are defined analogously. A boundary condition on water (or heat) flux can be specified for
the deepest layer. The fluxes Qh,in and Qh,out are the horizontal water inflow and outflow, and Gh,in and Gh,out
are the lateral distributions of energy, which have been neglected, as they are usually much smaller than the
vertical one.
The surface layer (of index i D 0) has infinitesimal thickness; it is a skin layer whose temperature is the
surface temperature Ts . The first layer under the skin layer is the whole snowpack, if present, and can have
any thickness. The other underlying layers are the soil layers.
The energy content U is divided between the energy of the soil component and energy of the water
component (liquid or solid):
U D s Us C w Uw
5
where s and w are respectively the dry soil and the water fractions, and Us and Uw are the energy contents
of these fractions. The value of Us is relative to a reference state of soil at 0 ° C and Uw to a reference state
Copyright  2004 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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of water in the ice (solid) phase (Uw > 0 means the water is in the liquid state or ice is isothermal with some
liquid fraction, whereas when Uw  0 only the solid phase is present). The energy content can then be used
to calculate the layer average temperature and the liquid and solid components of the bi-phase snowpack.
The terms Qi1,i , Qi,iC1 , Qh,in , and Qh,out (both vertical and horizontal fluxes between adjacent cells) in
Equation (3) are evaluated by numerically solving the Richards equation (Richards, 1931). The terms Gi1,i
and Gi,iC1 in Equation (4) are calculated according to the heat conduction law. If snowpack is present, then
the heat flux advected by the flow of melting snow is also considered. Soil thermal capacity and conductivity
are dependent on water content and temperature. To calculate the soil hydraulic properties we make use of
the van Genuchten (1980) model, where the soil retention parameters can be derived from the soil texture
by means of the pedotransfer functions proposed by Vereecken et al. (1989). The hydraulic conductivity is
expressed as a function of the water content as in Mualem (1976).
Surface boundary conditions
Boundary conditions are defined by the interactions with the atmosphere (above) and by a known expression
for the vertical variation of temperature and water flux (bottom). For the skin layer, if snowpack is absent
then Equations (3) and (4) are rewritten as
0 D P  ET  R  Q0,1

6

0 D Rn  H  ET C Gp  G0,1

7

and
where P is the precipitation, ET the evapotranspiration (or sublimation from snow), R the runoff, Rn the net
radiation, H the sensible heat flux, ET the latent heat flux ( is either the evaporation latent heat or the
sublimation latent heat), and Gp the heat flux advected with the precipitation (i.e. its energy content with
respect to the reference state, assuming its temperature to be equal to the air temperature). The variations of
 and U are negligible, as the layer has infinitesimal thickness. If a snowpack is present, then the R term
in Equation (6) disappears, as runoff is supposed to occur at the bottom of the snowpack. Thus, the mass
balance equation for the first layer (i.e. the snowpack) can be rewritten as
1
D Q0,1  Q1,2  R
t

8

where 1 is the snowpack volume variation, Q0,1 is the net precipitation on the snowpack, and Q1,2 is the
snow melting water flux.
Precipitation P is partitioned into rain Prain and snow Psnow , according only to the air temperature (US
Army Corps of Engineers, 1956). The effect of canopy interception for different land-cover classes is taken
into account.
Runoff R can occur either because the precipitation intensity is greater than the soil surface infiltration
capacity or because the water table level reaches the soil surface from below. Runoff is routed according to
a kinematic scheme (and Manning type of roughness), and its calculation also accounts for rill formation and
the spatial heterogeneity of the roughness parameter. All the cells of the basin’s DEM are classified as either
channel or hillslope cells. The motion of the water reaching the channels is described by the convolution of
the incoming discharge with the solution to the de Saint-Venant equation proposed by Rinaldo et al. (1991).
An accurate calculation of the net radiation is essential for a model working in complex terrain (Dubayah
et al., 1990). Solar radiation geometry is treated in GEOTOP as in Iqbal (1983). The model contains all the
corrections needed in order to characterize a complex topography, including the calculation of shadowing
of surrounding mountains, expressed by a factor sw. The effects of topography on diffuse radiation can be
expressed through the sky view factor V, a parameter indicating the sky fraction that is visible at every
location in the watershed. The relevance of V for the radiative balance in snow-covered mountain areas has
Copyright  2004 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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been highlighted by Blöschl et al. (1991a). Thus, taking into account the effects of shadowing and of the sky
view factor, the net radiation Rn W m2  is expressed as
#
Rn D sw RSW

P

#
#
4
C VRSW
D 1  Va C Vεs RLW  Vεs Ts

9

#
W m2  is the shortwave net radiation (the subscript P refers to the direct component and D to
where RSW
the diffuse component, which is not influenced by shadowing but is proportional to the sky view factor); a
is the shortwave albedo; εs is the longwave soil (or snow) emissivity; is the Stefan–Boltzmann constant
#
(equal to 5Ð6704 ð 108 W m2 K4 ); RLW
is the incoming longwave radiation, calculated according to the
method of Brutsaert (1975), which depends on air temperature, air humidity and cloud cover; the factor sw is
zero or one if the point is respectively in shadow or not; and the factor V gives the fraction of sky free from
obstacles and ranges from zero to one. The term 1  Va accounts for the shortwave radiation reflected by
the surfaces surrounding a point and the last two terms of Equation (9) are multiplied by V to account for the
longwave radiation emitted by the surfaces surrounding a point, under the hypothesis of radiative equilibrium.
Sensible H and latent  ET heat fluxes are determined by the usual flux-gradient turbulent exchange relations
(Garratt, 1992). GEOTOP also includes canopy transpiration and evaporation. Turbulent exchange coefficients
are calculated according to similarity theory, and Louis (1979) theory is used to describe atmospheric stability
as a function of the Richardson number.
For snow-covered surfaces, the latent heat flux is given by

hv 0Ð622
[ea  esnow Ts ]
10
Rd Ta
where u is the velocity of the wind, CH is a turbulent transport coefficient, hv the latent heat of ice vaporization,
esnow is the vapour pressure on the snow surface, assuming saturation at temperature Ts , calculated employing
a polynomial approximation (Lowe, 1977), ea is the vapour pressure in the air at the temperature Ta , and Rd
is the universal gas constant for dry air.
ETsnow D uCH

The snow energy content
In the GEOTOP model, snow accumulation and melt are calculated following the UEB scheme (Tarboton
and Luce, 1996). The UEB model is an energy-based one-layer snow model that is physically consistent
but computationally efficient enough to be used in a basin-scale distributed model. In fact, the snowpack is
characterized by three state variables: the snow water equivalent SWE (m), the energy content U J m 2 , and
the age of the snow surface (used only in the calculation of the albedo). The relations between the quantities
related to the snowpack in the water and energy balance equations are reported in Table I.
The water and heat flux released by melting
The water flux released by the melting process is given by
Q1,2 D ksat SŁ 3

SŁ D

liquid water volume  capillary retention
pore volume  capillary retention

11

Table I. Temperature of the snowpack (T1 ), and its liquid (w,liq ) and solid (w,sol ) content w and Cw
are respectively the density and the specific heat of liquid water, C snow is the specific heat of ice and
hf the latent heat of ice fusion
U

T1 (snow)

w,sol

0

U
°
SWE Csnow < 0 C
D 0 °C
U  w SWE hf
D
> 0 °C
w SWE Cw

1

D

>0; 
>

w

w

SWE hf

SWE hf
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where ksat is the snow saturated hydraulic conductivity and SŁ is the relative saturation in excess of water
retained by capillary forces (Male and Gray, 1981: equation (9Ð45)). The melting latent heat is then
Qm D

w hf Q1,2

12

and contributes to the total heat flux G1,2 in Equation (4).
For a complete description of the model, see Bertoldi et al. (2004).
A brief discussion
As derived from Equations (10) to (12) and from the heat conduction law, the only parameters involved
in the description of the snow dynamics are the saturated hydraulic conductivity of the snow ksat , the snow
density snow , the snow specific heat Csnow , the snow thermal diffusivity ksnow , the air temperature below
which the precipitation is only snow, and the parameters related to the calculation of SŁ (the capillarity
retention Lc ) and of the albedo which are the bare ground albedo Abg , the visible-band snow reflectance ˛vo ,
the near-infrared band reflectance ˛ iro , and the albedo extinction depth AED, which is defined as the depth
such that, when the snow depth is shallower than this depth, the albedo is interpolated between the snow value
and bare ground value; see Tarboton and Luce (1996). The turbulent transport coefficient C H depends on the
roughness length z0 , often assumed as 1/10 of the canopy height. These parameters can be either calibrated to
get a better agreement of the simulations with the measurements or assumed constant and equal to the values
given in Table II. In the following simulations we chose to keep these parameters constant. In this sense, the
snow module can be considered a parameter-free model.
Moreover, we remark that our model:
1. evaluates the heat fluxes internally (differently from the UEB model, which parameterizes them), in
particular the heat exchanged with the soil;
2. routes and provides as input to the runoff and infiltration modules the water derived from snowmelt (in
general, all the input fluxes of the UEB model are provided by the other modules of GEOTOP);
Table II. Snow parameters used in the GEOTOP simulation
Parameter

Value

Csnow
ksnow
Tthres,r

0Ð00555
350
2090
5Ð55 ð 106
3

Tthres,s

1

Lc
Abg
˛vo
˛iro

0Ð054
0Ð2
0Ð85
0Ð65

AED
Wacc

0Ð1
150Ð0

Wmelt

650Ð0

ksat
snow

Description

Reference

Snow saturated hydraulic conductivity (m s 1 )
Density of snow (kg m 3 )
Snow specific heat (J kg1 K1 )
Snow thermal diffusivity (m2 s1 )
Temperature above which all precipitation is
rain (° C)
Temperature below which all precipitation is
snow (° C)
Liquid holding capacity of snow (dimensionless)
Bare ground albedo (dimensionless)
Snow visible-band reflectance (dimensionless)
Snow near-infrared band reflectance
(dimensionless)
Albedo extinction depth (m)
Mean water equivalent depth of snow (mm) at
the beginning of the simulation of
accumulation period
Mean water equivalent depth of snow (mm) at
the beginning of the simulation of melting
period

Tarboton and Luce (1996)
Measured data average value
Tarboton and Luce (1996)
Tarboton and Luce (1996)
US Army Corps of Engineers (1956)
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3. takes into account the shadow and sky-view factors in calculating the radiation.
STUDY SITE AND MODEL RESULTS
The area analysed is the Rio Valbiolo basin, which is shown in Figure 1, and is located close to Tonale Pass
in the Alps, in Trentino (Italy). Its area is 12 km2 and its elevation ranges between 1600 and 2900 m above
sea level. The model has been forced with the data supplied by the Tonale measurement station belonging to
the meteorological office of the local government of Trentino, located at 1880 m above sea level inside the
Rio Valbiolo basin.
The data provided are:
ž Meteorological data measured every 15 min, for two periods, from 8 November 2000 to 13 March 2001
and from 7 April 2001 to 21 May 2001, i.e. precipitation, air temperature, relative humidity, pressure, wind
speed and global shortwave radiation.
ž Weekly snow stratigraphy data obtained by A.I.Ne.Va (Associazione Interregionale Neve e Valanghe, i.e.
Snow and Avalanches Interregional Association, which groups the meteorological offices of some local
governments) from 12 December 2000 to 18 April 2001.
ž Daily snow depth data from 8 November 2000 to 21 May 2001.
The data have a gap between 14 March 2001 and 6 April 2001, due to instrumental damage. For this reason
the simulation has been split in two parts: the first one during the snow accumulation period and the second
one during the melting period.
For each weekly stratigraphic profile an average snow density has been calculated, and this value has been
used to calculate the SWE from daily snow depth measurements, in order to obtain a continuous time series
of SWE.
Atmospheric pressure and air temperature have been corrected for elevation under the assumption of neutral
stability (0Ð65 ° C/100 m for temperature and 11 hPa/100 m for pressure). Given the availability of data
from only a single measurement station, no spatial interpolation scheme has been applied to precipitation and
wind speed data.

Figure 1. DEM of Rio Valbiolo catchment. Elevations are in metres

Copyright  2004 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Local results at Tonale station
The parameters used in the simulations are summarized in Table II. A soil profile of four layers was set up
with thickness values of (going from the top to the bottom) 0Ð2, 0Ð4, 1, and 2 m.
Figure 2 shows the comparison between SWE simulated with GEOTOP and SWE derived from the
measurements. The model reproduces the local snow accumulation well, except for the snow-cover peaks
following precipitation events. However, recent snow has much lower density than older snow; therefore, the
assumption of a uniform snow density profile to calculate SWE from daily snow depth measurement gives
an overestimation of the measured SWE immediately after snowfall. Using different values of snow density
in the model does not change results significantly: a change in snow density from 200 to 500 kg m3 results
in an SWE change of less than 3%. The melting period is also well reproduced, with a small delay at the end
of the season.
The effects of slope and aspect are highlighted in Figure 3, where the temporal evolution of the SWE is
plotted for sites with different slope and aspect, but with the same elevation. At the end of the season, steep
north-facing slopes are still increasing in SWE, whereas in steep south-facing slopes the snow cover is much
more shallow (45% slope) or nearly absent (100% slope) for most of the season, with immediate melting after
snowfall. The strong delay of the melting process in north-facing slopes compared with south-facing slopes
has also been observed by Pomeroy et al. (2003).
Figures 4 and 5 show some results in terms of energy fluxes. In particular, Figure 4 shows energy
flux oscillations in the accumulation period during the winter season, and Figure 5 shows the energy flux
oscillations in the melting period during the spring season. The only melting during the winter period is
caused by heat advected by the rain. During spring, however, the melting heat flux oscillates according to the
shortwave radiation, which provides most of the melting energy. The contribution of the sensible heat fluxes
from the air are negligible.
Rio Valbiolo catchment results
The model should give credible quantitative results in other points of the basin as soon as the meteorological
variables are consistently modelled for the whole basin. Figures 6 to 8 present the results of the simulation
on the whole Rio Valbiolo catchment. Owing to the lack of spatially distributed measurements on the
1000
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300
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0
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12-16-00

01-24-01

snow water equivalent GEOTOP
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05-21-01

snow water equivalent measured

Figure 2. Simulated SWE at the meteorological station of Tonale pass (TN), compared with the measured SWE, 11 November 2000– 21
May 2001
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Figure 3. SWE evolution for sites with different slope and aspect; north and south aspects, 2Ð5, 45 and 100% slopes; separate simulations
have been done for melting and accumulation seasons

catchment to compare against, the results are presented here just to demonstrate the soundness of our
approach. The only source of spatial variability is topography; therefore, this case study can be useful
to analyse how solar radiation distribution and elevation affect spatial patterns of SWE and total basin
discharge.
Figure 6 shows the weekly averaged SWE distribution inside the basin for 2 weeks, during accumulation
period and during melting period. SWE ranges between 150 and 800 mm. In the second map it is also possible
to notice that north-facing slopes have more snow than south-facing slopes. The simulations of snow depth
distribution show variability with elevation due mostly to temperature changes, but also related to aspect and
different sky-view factors. Since the development of the clear-sky solar radiation model of Dozier (1980) the
relevance of the terrain-reflected radiation in mountainous areas has been emphasised. Lower elevation sites
receive less direct shortwave radiation but receive a considerable amount of longwave energy reflected from
the surrounding mountain.
Figure 7 presents the weekly averaged surface temperature distributed over the basin. The snow surface
temperature ranges between 20 ° C (at higher elevations) and 0 ° C. In the first map (January 2001) the whole
snow surface is well below 0 ° C, but the slope and aspect effects are well represented here: areas usually in
shadow have significantly lower temperatures and negative surface fluxes, especially at the beginning of the
Copyright  2004 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 4. Simulated energy fluxes (a sample from the accumulation period) at the station, 12–18 November 2000
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Figure 5. Simulated energy fluxes (a sample from the accumulation period) at the station, 15–25 May 2001

winter; on the contrary, during the late spring the spatial patterns of surface temperature are mainly correlated
with elevation (April 2001). At the end of the spring (May 2001) the whole snow cover is in a melting
condition and, therefore, is isothermal at 0 ° C.
Runoff results
The water flux at the bottom of the snowpack Q1,2 (both net precipitation and snow melting, see
Equation (12)) is routed by the hydrological part of the model to the basin outlet. Figure 8 displays the
mass balance of the basin during the melting period. The daily discharge is properly described, according to
the snowmelt outflow. The runoff shows daily oscillations due to solar radiation. The liquid precipitation is
Copyright  2004 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 6. Map of SWE (mm, with contour lines at 25 mm intervals) for two characteristic weeks for the snow accumulation period (week
beginning 20 December 2000) and snow melting period (week beginning 5 May 2001)

Figure 7. Map of surface temperature (° C, with contour lines at 1 ° C intervals) for two characteristic days for the snow accumulation period
(1 January 2001) and snow melting period (21 April 2001)

partially absorbed by the snowpack (20–21 April 2001) and partially released with the water outflow produced
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Figure 8. Mass balance overview during the snow melting period for the Rio Valbiolo catchment

by melting (Q1,2 ) (from 26 April 2001). Discharge peaks are in correspondence with liquid precipitation events,
but most of the runoff is given by snowmelt. This is in accordance with the findings of Blöschl et al. (1990).
For a long simulation period, the dominance of shortwave radiation—though not as important during a single
day event—indicates that topography should be considered.
CONCLUSION
The integration of the GEOTOP model with the snow module entails a better parameterization of the ground
energy fluxes, and an accurate description of the snowmelt runoff and soil water storage. At the local scale,
the model reproduces accurately the measured values without any calibration of snow parameters. However,
the parameters of the energy balance, especially those related to turbulence exchange, can greatly affect the
results. During the simulation those parameters were set according to values given in the literature. We focused
mainly on the effects of topography and the partition of radiation and energy fluxes. Our simulations of the
Rio Valbiolo catchment show that the model has the capability to account for the influence of the slope and
aspect on the spatial distribution of the snow cover and for the effect of shadows on surface temperature.
Moreover, it is able to reproduce discharge at the basin outlet at hourly time scales. This suggests that LSMs
that do not parameterize the topography could give very erroneous results when applied.
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